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Bank sell-side veteran Kelley moving to the buy side
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Matt Kelley is once again changing professions, but this time he's leaving the sell side.
Kelley, a former bank equity research analyst who later moved to sales positions at Piper Jaffray Cos. and most recently
Stephens Inc., said he is joining Jacobs Asset Management LLC to become director of the JAM FINTOP bank network
starting May 17. Kelley will work with the 66 banks that made investments in the $150 million JAM FINTOP Banktech
fund, which is targeting financial technology startups.
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Kelley said he will try to help understand the challenges the banks face and link them with the financial technology
companies that can help the depositories grow while becoming more profitable. He will also work with the fund's cogeneral partners, Jacobs and FINTOP Capital, but Kelley said he will spend most of his time with banks.
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Speaking with bank management teams is
not new for Kelley as he's done that in his
previous roles. However, the dynamics will
become different.
"Now the nature of the conversation will
change a little bit from purely operational and
profitability, which you look at from an analyst
and investor perspective, to increased
emphasis on innovation fintech and
partnerships," Kelley said in an interview.
Since 2019, Kelley had been an equities
sales financial sector specialist with Stephens
and held a similar position at what was then
Piper Jaffray, now Piper Sandler Cos. In
2016, he moved to the sales role after having
worked as an equity research analyst with
Piper Jaffray, Sterne Agee & Leach Inc. and
Moors & Cabot.
Kelley transitioned to the sales position when
Adam Aspes left his head of the financial
institutions group equity sales position at
Piper Jaffray to join Jacobs. Now, Kelley and
Aspes, who also worked together at Sterne
Agee and Moors & Cabot, are once again
reuniting.
"We've had a lot of fun together building out
businesses," Kelley said.
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Adding technology capabilities has become
more pivotal for community banks, which are
competing with fintechs that face a lower cost
structure and megabanks that spend billions
per year on technology. Since the COVID-19
pandemic, customer adoption to technology
has only accelerated, which further
underscores the need for banks to enhance
their capabilities.
The goal of the JAM FINTOP Banktech fund,
which recently added the Independent
Community Bankers of America as a strategic
adviser, is to assist banks in upgrading their
digital offerings and also presenting them
with a return-on-investment opportunity.
Aspes, who said he and Kelley worked
together for more than 15 years, believes
this position is a good fit for Kelley.
"Matt has a long history working with banks,"
Aspes said in an interview.
Still, switching roles always presents
challenges, but Kelley said he embraces the
task. "It's fun to learn new stuff and there are
mountains of new things to learn here in this
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new role," he said.
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This article was published by S&P Global Market Intelligence and not by S&P Global Ratings, which is a separately
managed division of S&P Global.
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